Multifunction Remote Controller Instruction

Introduction of Multifunction Remote Controller & Simplified Remote Controller:
Power: AAA battery×2; Communication Protocol: RF-2.4G; Effective Distance: 20M (Without Obstacle)
Number of controllable lamps: 1 controller can control 99 groups of lamps, and no limit to the number of lamps in one group.
ID of Lamp: ID of lamps could be 1 to 99.
Multifunction: ON/OFF, Dimming and Color-temp adjusting, timing ON/OFF, 2 scenes recall, auto dimming, night light.
Copy the ID of Remote Controller: Every remote controller has its ID number. One controller can copy and use the ID number of another controller to control the same lamp, and recover its initial ID number.

Operating method:
Steps of Setting ID number of lamps:
1. Turn OFF the lamp by switch for 3 Seconds, then turn on lamp, finish step 2, 3 within 10 Seconds
2. Press 1 or 2 numbers on the number keys of remote controller, then press “ID” key;
3. Repeat step 2 again in case of mistake, then the lamp will flash 1 time.
4. Turn off the lamp by switch within 10 seconds, then finish setting.

Control the lamps:
The function of the keys: as the picture on the right.
Control the single group: press the ID number of the lamp you want to control and then press one functional key(on/off, color temp, brightness).
All-control Model: press “ALL” key to control all groups.

TIMING ON/OFF:
Press the ID number of the lamp you want to set, press “ID” key.
SET: Press the number key 1–99, press “M” timing ON key or “W” timing OFF key, then finish setting. Timing units is 10 minutes.
Cancel: Press “0” key, then “M” timing ON key or “W” timing OFF key to cancel timing mode.

COPY THE ID OF CONTROLLER:
Press “S” key of one controller and “I” key of another controller at the same time, keep 6 seconds, the indicator will flash 3 times, then finish setting.
Recovery: Press the “S” key and “ALL” key of the controller which the ID has been copied for 6 seconds, the indicator will flash 3 times.

NIGHT LIGHT MODE:
Press “O” key when the lamp is turned off by the controller to enter the night light mode.

CIRCLE MODE:
Press the ID of the lamp, then press “○○○○○” (left, right, up, down) to enter the circle mode.

SCENE MODE: The system can save two scenes: “A” and “B”
Save:
1. Adjust the light as your preference.
2. Press the ID number of the lamp.
3. Press “ID” key and then press “A” or “B”, the lamp will flash 1 time, then the scene will be saved.
Recall:
1. Press the ID number of the lamp.
2. Press “A” or “B”, the lamp will enter the scene you preset.
FCC ID: 2ANG3TGCC-HR-B1

This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the following two conditions:

1. This device may not cause harmful interference, and
2. This device must accept any interference received, including interference that may cause undesired operation.

Note: This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class B digital device, pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful interference in a residential installation. This equipment generates, uses, and can radiate radio frequency energy, and if not installed and used in accordance with the instructions, may cause harmful interference to radio communications. However, there is no guarantee that interference will not occur in a particular installation. If this equipment does cause harmful interference to radio or television reception, which can be determined by turning the equipment off and on, the user is encouraged to try to correct the interference by one or more of the following measures:

- Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna.
- Increase the separation between the equipment and receiver.
- Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different from that to which the receiver is connected.
- Consult the dealer or an experienced radio/TV technician for help.

Changes or modifications not expressly approved by the party responsible for compliance could void the user's authority to operate the equipment.